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Should carbon dioxide (C02) enrichment of green
house atmospheres be discontinued when temperatures
are lowered? No!

When severe cold weather occurs, some growers
have lowered temperatures to conserve fuel knowing
full well that growth will slow down. They then
reason that the crops will not benefit from CO2
enrichment so why spend the money for gas. Neither
plant physiologists nor greenhouse engineers can
agree with this.

From an engineering viewpoint, C02 does not cost
anything. The heat from the gas and accumulation of
solar energy at the higher day temperatures practiced
with CO~ enriched atmospheres reduce fuel consump
tion sufficiently to pay for the propane or natural gas
used to produce the C02. This is detailed in the Con
necticut Greenhouse Newsletter 77:18-19, January 1977.

From a physiologist's viewpoint, plants do
respond to atmospheric enrichment at lower tem

peratures although the response may be less than
at normal temperatures. The following paragraphs
treat several arguments substantiating why C02
should be used even when temperatures are below
normal.

The process of photosynthesis is somewhat insen
sitive to low temperature. In greenhouse crops the
limiting factor in photosynthesis is most frequently
light or carbon dioxide (CO2) in correlation with the
temperature. Greenhouse crops are generally grown
at the maximum temperature possible that is com
mensurate with the food (photosynthate) available in
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PINCH GERANIUMS ON TIME

J. J. Maisano, Jr.
Extension Agent — Horticulture

Geraniums should be pinched on time for quality
plants. The following schedule has proven helpful
to many growers—do you use it?

Hard Pinch

Pinch 4" plants at 55°F
February 1-20

Soft Pinch

Pinch 4" plants at 60-62°F
February 15-March 1 March 20

Pinch 4" plants at 65°F
as late as March 20 April 5

In a hard pinch, enough of the terminal is
removed to provide a cutting. A soft pinch is
the removal of a minimum of tip tissue.
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State of Connecticut Unemployment Tax

The State of Connecticut will collect unemploy
ment taxes effective 1978 from agricultural employers
who qualify under the conditions listed above. The tax
rate will be 4.3% of the first $6,000 of cash wages
paid to each employee, as no experience rate will
have been established to reduce the tax rate as this
is a new group of covered employees with no prior
unemployment claim experience. The state tax rate
is 1.6% higher than the credit of 2.7% allowed on the
Federal Unemployment Tax return. Consequently
the total tax rate to the employer will be 5% (state
and federal) on the first $6,000 of cash wages paid to
each employee for the year 1978.

The State Department of Labor plans to contact
each potentially qualified employer before January
1978 to provide information concerning the filing
requirements and ultimate payment of taxes. Any
qualified employer who is not contacted by the
department should contact the State Department of
Labor—Employment Security Division—200 Folly
Brook Blvd., Wethersfield, Conn. All qualified
employers are subject to the tax and failure to be
so notified of the tax obligation does not negate the
employer's responsibility.
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their tissues for an acceptable quality and rate of
growth. Lower temperatures generally improve
quality but delay production.

Dr. Enoch (1977) has found that the rate of photo
synthesis during the day is not influenced in carnation
by the temperature of the preceeding night.

Plant growth may be reduced by many factors such
as water stress, lack of photosynthate and tempera
ture. Water stress often occurs when roots (and soil)
are cold. Lack of photosynthate may be attributed to
inadequate translocation, low light and/or insufficient
CO2. It is possible to virtually eliminate C02 as a
limiting factor through enrichment of the greenhouse
atmospheres to 1000-1500 ppm.

It may be argued that when temperatures are low
the slow growth rate will place less demand on atmos
pheric C02 supplies and that C02 will not be as limiting.
This is confounded by another plant response, stomatal
closure at reduced temperatures which would reduce
C02 diffusion into the stomates. Early in the morning
C02 in the leaf from nighttime respiration will be
sufficient. But it could be rapidly depleted and
increased levels in the atmosphere would be necessary
to permit adequate diffusion of CO2 through the partially
closed stomatal apertures.

An opposing factor is the solubility of C02 (and
oxygen) in plant tissues at low temperatures. Solu
bility is inversely related to temperature. A leaf will
probably contain more C02 when night temperatures
are decreased. (Leopold and Kriedemann, 1975). One
might argue that C02 injection may be delayed in the
morning following cold nights. This may be valid on
a dark day. But when light is available, the C02 in
the tissues is rapidly depleted and the stomatal aper-



tures may not open sufficiently to allow adequate C02
diffusion into the leaf. Remember that high overnight
COo, low air temperature and cold soil induced water
stress all combine to suppress stomatal opening.

A review of the literature discloses some references

that may be appropriate for CO? enrichment at low
growing temperatures. Discussing apparent photo
synthesis, Miller (1938) states that low temperature
coefficients are typical of photochemical reactions
(they do not decrease as fast as other chemical reac
tions when the temperature is lowered). Furthermore
".. .when light intensity is low, temperature has little
effect..." Bidwell (1974) states that "At low tempera
tures. . .C02 concentration is important in regulating
photo synthetic rate because it directly influences the
dark reactions, which are temperature sensitive."

Unfortunately, the references on actual growth in
COp enriched greenhouse atmospheres stress
increasing daytime temperatures. Perhaps some
reader can supply further information.

In summary, if the temperature is maintained
below that generally considered optimal for a crop,
photosynthate should accumulate faster when the
atmosphere is enriched by C02# Quality should
improve. And growth should increase.
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has paid the state (Connecticut) an amount equal to the
product of either the experience rate granted the
employer by the state or 2.7% times the wages sub
ject to the state unemployment tax. Therefore, the
employer's net federal liability may be as low as
0.7%. Federal Form 940 is designed to take state

credits into account.

The federal unemployment taxes must be deposited
with an authorized commercial bank or a Federal

Reserve Bank within one month following the end of
a quarter if the amount of tax is $100 or more. If
the amount for a quarter is less than $100 the amount
due is carried into the next quarter.

Each deposit must be accompanied by a prein-
scribed Form 508, Federal Tax Deposit. A supply
of the forms will be furnished upon issuance of an
employer's identification number, but may also be
obtained from the Internal Revenue Service Center

where returns are filed.

An annual return must be filed on Form 940,

Employer's Annual Federal Unemployment Tax
Return on or before January 31, following the close
of the calendar year for which the tax is due. Any
tax due is payable with the return. Form 940 must
be filed on a calendar year basis although the
business operates on a fiscal year basis.

Form 940 may be filed before February 10 if
the required deposits were made and full payment
of the tax is deposited on or before January 31.

Additional information on depositing and filing
requirements or determining the tax liability may
be found in Internal Revenue Service Publication 15

and the instructions to Form 940.
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